Abstract Transcranial infrared laser stimulation (TILS) at 1064 nm, 250 mW/cm 2 has been proven safe and effective for increasing neurocognitive functions in young adults in controlled studies using photobiomodulation of the right prefrontal cortex. The objective of this pilot study was to determine whether there is any effect from TILS on neurocognitive function in older adults with subjective memory complaint at risk for cognitive decline (e.g., increased carotid artery intimamedia thickness or mild traumatic brain injury). We investigated the cognitive effects of TILS in older adults (ages 49-90, n = 12) using prefrontal cortex measures of attention (psychomotor vigilance task (PVT)) and memory (delayed match to sample (DMS)), carotid artery intima-media thickness (measured by ultrasound), and evaluated the potential neural mechanisms mediating the cognitive effects of TILS using exploratory brain studies of electroencephalography (EEG, n = 6) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI, n = 6). Cognitive performance, age, and carotid artery intima-media thickness were highly correlated, but all participants improved in all cognitive measures after TILS treatments. Baseline vs. chronic (five weekly sessions, 8 min each) comparisons of mean cognitive scores all showed improvements, significant for PVT reaction time (p < 0.001), PVT lapses (p < 0.001), and DMS correct responses (p < 0.05).
Introduction
Photobiomodulation involves the absorption of photons and the subsequent modulation of metabolic processes in cells, including neurons [1, 2] . For red to near-infrared light, the major intracellular molecule absorbing photons is cytochrome c oxidase [3] , a mitochondrial respiratory enzyme that can be upregulated in vitro and in vivo [4] [5] [6] [7] . Upregulation of cytochrome c oxidase serves to convert high-energy photons into a source for ATP-based metabolic energy production in the brain [8] . Photobiomodulation of neural functions has been successful at 633-1070-nm wavelengths (for reviews, see [9] [10] [11] ). For example, Naeser and collaborators [12] pioneered using transcranial photobiomodulation with LED arrays of 633 and 870 nm in case studies showing improvement of cognitive functions in patients with mild traumatic brain injury. In addition, 1064-nm transcranial near-infrared laser stimulation (TILS) has been proven effective for increasing human cognitive and emotional functions in controlled studies using photobiomodulation aimed at the right prefrontal cortex [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In particular, TILS of the human prefrontal cortex with a wavelength of 1064 nm increases the levels of oxidized cytochrome c oxidase, the conformation of the enzyme that has the highest activity, which leads to improved cerebral oxygenation [18, 19] . This photonicsbioenergetics in vivo mechanism is important for cognitive brain functions because nerve cells are critically dependent on oxidative energy metabolism [10, 20, 21] .
We hypothesized that TILS may also improve cognitive performance in middle-aged and older adults at risk for cognitive decline in general. This risk may be associated with aging-related subjective memory complaint, cardiovascular disease, or brain trauma. For example, cerebrovascular disease poses a severe threat to public health and is only expected to become more widespread as the worldwide population ages. Specifically, atherosclerosis of the carotid artery is a strong predictor of cognitive decline [22] . The carotid artery intima-media thickness (IMT) is also recognized as a risk factor for brain damage in asymptomatic patients [23] .
Middle-aged and older adults reporting memory complaint, showing early signs of carotid atherosclerosis (increased IMT values) or with a history of brain trauma, are prime candidates for early interventions aimed to minimize or prevent cognitive decline. One potential non-invasive intervention may be increasing cerebral oxygenation by upregulating mitochondrial respiration using TILS [18, 24] . TILS in the present study was administered using the same 1064-nm laser and stimulation parameters as in our previous cognitive studies with young adults [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , but with repeated weekly sessions for 5 weeks. Our study aimed to investigate the neurocognitive effects of TILS on prefrontal cortex measures of attention and memory in a middle-aged and older population with IMT values measured by carotid ultrasound and to evaluate the potential neural mechanisms mediating the cognitive effects using exploratory brain studies of electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
Materials and methods

Participants
A total of 21 participants were recruited mainly through the use of flyers and were not provided compensation. For the cognitive study, there were 12 participants (5 males and 7 postmenopausal females) aged 49-90 with self-reported subjective memory complaint. Three of the participants in the cognitive study also had mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) within a year before the study, and one participant was medically diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) prior to the cognitive study. These four participants were referred by their neurologists to our study. Our strategy was to focus on cognitively atrisk adults and exclude participants with already established cardiovascular disease or dementia. Other exclusion criteria were current pregnancy, prior institutionalization or imprisonment, diagnosis of psychotic disorder, or history of violent behavior. For the neural studies, there were also 12 participants (n = 6 for EEG and n = 6 for fMRI). The participants for the cognitive and neural studies were different except for three participants selected from the cognitive study that were also included in the fMRI study done before and after TILS. These three participants were selected to be precisely matched with three control subjects of the same age, sex, and IMT scores. Males and females are not affected differently by TILS [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The experimenters obtained informed consent at the beginning of the cognitive study before any experimental session had taken place. The consent form explained the safety procedures used in the operation of the laser throughout the treatment sessions. Separate consent was sought for participants who participated in the neural studies. Once the procedure and rationale of the study was made clear to the participant, each participant was given the chance to opt out of the study without any negative repercussions. The study protocol was approved by the University of Texas at Austin's Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Instruments and procedures
Laser instrument TILS was administered once a week for 5 weeks, following the same stimulation procedure as in our approved IRB protocol and as reported in Barrett and Gonzalez-Lima [13] . Administration of TILS consisted of applying near-infrared light of a specific wavelength (1064 nm) using a well-collimated laser diode (HD laser, Cell Gen Therapeutics, Dallas, TX; Fig. 1a ). The laser beam was circular, with a uniform intensity profile (flat-top) and an area of 13.6 cm 2 . Laser Professionals Inc. (Kentek Corp., Pittsfield, NH, USA) independently verified the power and beam profile and conducted an Easy Haz Professional LSO Laser Hazard Analysis report, as required by the Laser Safety Office (LSO) of the University of Texas at Austin. In addition, we verified in our laser laboratory that the laser had a homogeneous beam power distribution achieved by an optical lens system mounted on the handpiece as measured at 1064 nm by an optical power meter (Model 1916-C) and photodiode detectors (Model 918D/918L) manufactured by Newport (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA, USA) that systematically measured each spot of the beam area with independent and overlapping 0.44 to 1-cm 2 detectors. This apparatus is FDA-cleared for human use for other indications, such as improving circulation, and has received approval from The University of Texas at Austin Laser Safety Program. Both participants and experimenters wore protective eyewear; the administrators of the TILS were careful not to shine the light in or near the eyes, and participants' eyes remained closed during laser application.
Laser dose for each group The laser wave was continuous (CW), and the power output used was 3.4 W for all treated groups. The irradiance (power density) used for all treated groups was 250 mW/cm 2 (3400 mW/13.6 cm 2 = 250 mW/cm 2 ). For the cognitive and fMRI studies, the laser exposure time was 240 s per site for two forehead sites, and thus, the fluence dose (energy density) used was 60 J/cm 2 (0.25 W/cm 2 × 240 s = 60 J/cm 2 ) per site. Therefore, for the cognitive and fMRI studies, the forehead cumulative fluence dose per session was 120 J/cm 2 (60 J/cm 2 × 2 forehead sites = 120 J/cm 2 ). These are the same parameters that previously showed psychologically beneficial effects [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 25] .
The laser was directed at the right forehead (Fig. 1b) , targeting the right prefrontal cortex, the area of the brain with the strongest relationship between carotid IMT and working memory performance in our prior fMRI study [22] . The forehead stimulation location covered a 4.2-cm diameter medial site (site 1) and a 4.2-cm diameter lateral site (site 2) with respect to the right frontal pole (FP2 point in the standard 10-20 EEG placement system). The laser stimulation was alternated every minute between these sites to prevent heating of the skin and to fractionate the dose for a total of 4 min per site (3.4 W × 240 s = 816 J/site). The total treatment duration lasted 8 min for each session and was repeated weekly for 5 weeks.
For the EEG study, TILS irradiance was also 250 mW/cm 2 , but radiant exposure time was 55 s per 1-min cycle, so that during the 5-s TILS-off period, the EEG recordings would be completely free from any stimulation-induced artifact. We have verified previously that these TILS parameters effectively enhance cerebral oxygenation [19] and cytochrome c oxidase levels in humans [18] . At the parameters described, the power density at this setting is one quarter of the skin maximum permissible exposure (MPE) of 1 W/cm 2 (ANSI, American National Standard for Safety Use of Lasers, Z136.1, Laser Institute of America, Orlando, 2014). Exposure to it is not deemed harmful to tissue, and it causes no detectable physical damage and negligible heat. The laser's power output was automatically calibrated by an internal mechanism every time the user set a power level. TILS took place in a locked room in the Gonzalez-Lima lab that has been approved by the University of Texas at Austin Laser Safety Program for housing of the laser apparatus.
Cognitive performance The sequence of events for the cognitive study is listed in Table 1 . Cognitive performance was assessed using two tasks: the psychomotor vigilance task (PVT), a test of sustained attention, and the delayed matchto-sample memory task (DMS), a test of visual working memory. The prefrontal cortex region that the TILS targeted is involved in these cognitive tasks [13] . The first testing session was a pre-treatment baseline evaluation (this was preceded by a brief 1-min-long introduction to both tasks; these data were not recorded). After the weekly TILS, participants repeated the PVT and DMS tasks for 5 weeks in total. We have previously demonstrated an improvement in performance on both the PVT and DMS tasks after a single TILS in healthy young adults [13, 16] , but we have not previously investigated the effects of repeated weekly TILS sessions.
The PVT is a reaction time test in which participants attend to a small fixation point at the center of a computer screen. At random intervals, a bright millisecond timer appears in the center of the screen. Participants are instructed to respond via button press as rapidly as possible upon detection of the Fig. 1 a The FDA-cleared class 4 laser apparatus (HD Laser, Cell Gen Therapeutics, Dallas, TX) consisted of a control unit (16″ × 14″ × 13″) with a black handpiece (45-mm diameter laser aperture) connected via a fiber optic cable. b The laser was aimed at the forehead using an internal red diode aiming light. Since the 1064-nm laser is invisible, the beam area provided visual confirmation to facilitate precise tissue targeting. During laser operation, participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed, and the experimenters and participants both wore dark safety glasses that block the specific infrared wavelength from reaching the eyes counter stimulus; participant response stops the counter from updating. The final counter value corresponds to the participant's reaction time and is briefly displayed on-screen, thus providing feedback for that particular trial. If a participant makes a key press prior to the onset of the timer, the feedback BToo soon^is displayed onscreen. Information about each trial's reaction time is stored for later analysis. The block of 40 PVT trials is approximately 5 min long; intertrial intervals are pseudorandomly chosen without replacement from between 2 and 10 s; thus, the average intertrial interval is around 6 s.
The DMS also measures attention and reaction time but has a short-term memory component as well. Participants view a 6 × 6 grid of brightly colored yellow and red squares with a unique pattern. Then, with a key press, that stimulus disappears, and the screen is blank through a delay; then, two stimuli are presented on screen (a Bmatch^and Bnon-match^). The participant indicates which stimulus is the correct match with a key press. Feedback (correct or incorrect) is briefly displayed onscreen before the next trial commences. Success/failure and reaction time across 30 trials are measured by the computer and stored for later analysis.
Ultrasound scan Images of the carotid artery were obtained using a GE LOGIQ e Ultrasound System as previously described [22] . A longitudinal image (B mode) of the cephalic portion of the common carotid artery was acquired at 90°to the vessels, thus giving clear images of the near and far walls.
Subsequently, ultrasound images were analyzed using computerized image analysis software (Vascular Research Tool Carotid Analyzer, Medical Imaging Applications, Coralville, IA). Carotid IMT is defined as the distance between the leading edge of the lumen-intima interface and the leading edge of the media-adventitia interface of the far wall.
EEG Standard 10-20 methods were used to record scalp EEG signals using electrodes placed over the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes of both hemispheres. Since the EEG alpha wave is more obvious than other wave frequencies when eyes are closed, we recorded waves during eyes closed and open conditions. We followed the same protocol for laser stimulation as in our previous study of TILS-induced cerebral oxygenation measured with functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [19] fMRI Imaging data for selected participants was acquired during cognitive tests done at pre-TILS and post-TILS on a 3 T Siemens Skyra MRI scanner as previously described [26] . Briefly, anatomical scans of the entire brain were collected in the sagittal plane using a high-resolution ultrafast gradient echo 3D (MPRAGE) sequence (256 × 256 matrix, flip angle = 7°, field of view (FOV) = 24 × 24 cm 2 , 1-mm slice thickness, 0 gap). Functional MRI was performed during completion of the two-back verbal working memory using a whole-brain echo-planar imaging sequence (TR = 3000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 24 × 24 cm 2 , 64 × 64 matrix, 42 axial slices, 3-mm slice thickness, 0.3-mm gap). During this task, participants are asked to decide if a letter appearing on a screen is the letter H (zero-back control condition) or the same as the letter that appeared one or two stimuli earlier (n-back working memory condition). Each letter is displayed for 500 ms with 2500-ms interstimulus interval during which the person can make a response using an MRI-compatible button box. All letters are consonants presented in random order, organized in alternating blocks of 12 (zero-back) or 15 (one-back and two-back) consonants. Of the letters, 33% are targets. Each of the two runs of the task consist of three alternating zero-back, one-back, and twoback blocks. Mean accuracy and reaction time for correct trials are used as performance indicators. All EPI images were processed using Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) 4. Brief introduction to the psychomotor vigilance task (PVT) (1 min).
5. Baseline cognitive testing with PVT (5 min). 6. Brief introduction to the delayed match-to-sample task (DMS) (1 min).
7. Baseline cognitive testing with DMS (5 min). 8. First treatment with TILS (8 min).
9. Post-treatment cognitive testing with PVT (5 min).
10. Post-treatment cognitive testing with DMS (5 min). 13. Post-treatment cognitive testing with PVT (5 min). 14. Post-treatment cognitive testing with DMS (5 min).
[One week after final TILS treatment session]: 16. Contacted by email, subjects will answer the side-effects question a final time.
software. Each time series was spatially registered to the sixth volume of the session. The resulting information on displacement and rotation of each volume was later used to correct for head motion. Pre-processing steps also included temporal smoothing and spatial blurring using a 4.5-mm kernel. Averaged task-related activation, to be used as an outcome measure in subsequent analyses, was extracted from a set of a priori regions of interest (ROIs) where signal intensity changes have been shown to be significantly related to two-back performance in an independent sample, to avoid circularity [22] . Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) data were collected pre-TILS and post-TILS treatment for a subset of six subjects, carefully selected so that they had varying levels of thickness of the carotid artery wall, as measured by ultrasound. This allowed us to gather proof-of-concept data to determine if there is a relationship between increasing carotid atherosclerosis and neurocognitive fMRI activity and whether non-invasive transcranial laser treatment can modify this relationship.
Statistical analyses
Data analyses were performed using R, an open source statistical software package. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the baseline cognitive scores with the 5 weeks of treatment. Planned pair-wise comparisons were also done with paired t tests conducted on baseline vs. acute (single session, week 1) and on baseline vs. chronic (repeated sessions, weeks 2-5). Pearson product-moment correlations were used to determine the relationships between cognitive performance, carotid IMT, and age. EEG power spectral density (PSD) analyses were used to determine TILS effects on resting-state EEG frequencies. Task-related BOLD-fMRI responses were determined using voxel-wise multiple regression analyses including all task trials, separate regressors for each task condition, convolved with a gamma function, and covariates accounting for instruction screens and head motion [26] . The significance level was set at p < 0.05, two-tailed. Table 1 shows subject characteristics and complete behavioral data of each of the 12 subjects who participated in the weekly cognitive tests. All participants in this older sample (ages 49-90 with a median age of 56) improved after repeated treatments in all cognitive measures. Reaction time (in ms) and number of lapses (trials in which the subject failed to respond within 500 ms of the stimulus) were recorded for the PVT; the number of correct responses was recorded for the DMS. The normalized data using percentage change from baseline demonstrated that all subjects improved over time after repeated treatments (Fig. 2) . For a repeated measures ANOVA on the PVT data (Fig. 2a) , using six data points (baseline + 5 weeks of treatment), and using percentage change from baseline as the dependent variable, the effect of the within-subject variable (session) was significant: F(5, 40) = 2.7877, p < 0.03. Also, a repeated measures ANOVA on the DMS data (Fig. 2b) , using six data points (baseline + 5 weeks of treatment), using percentage change from baseline as the dependent variable, showed that the effect of the within-subject variable (session) was significant: F(5, 40) = 3.5799, p < 0.01. Figure 3 illustrates mean cognitive scores for baseline vs. acute (after a single session at week 1) pair-wise comparisons, where paired t tests indicated significant improvements for PVT lapses (p < 0.001), but not for PVT reaction time (p = 0.12) and borderline for DMS correct responses (p = 0.05). However, paired t tests conducted on baseline vs. chronic (after repeated sessions at weeks 2-5) showed that all improvements were significant for PVT reaction time (p < 0.001), PVT lapses (p < 0.001), and DMS correct responses (p < 0.05).
Results
Cognitive enhancement after TILS in older adults
Detailed inspection of Table 2 also indicated that the three participants with TBI and the one diagnosed with MCI had poorer baseline scores, with longer reaction times (mean of 383 ms as compared to 348 ms in the other subjects) and larger number of lapses (mean of 6 as compared to 2 in the others) in the vigilance task. However, each one of these TBI and MCI participants benefited from TILS. Table 2 shows improvement in all the cognitive measures of speed and accuracy for all the participants, even in the oldest most cognitively impaired participant. Specifically, the 90-year-old MCI participant reduced its reaction time from 391 ms at baseline to 375 ms during the last 2 weeks of treatment (a shorter reaction time means an improved speed of responding); the MCI participant also reduced the number of lapses in the PVT task from 8 at baseline to an average of 5.2 during the 5 weeks of treatment (a −35% reduction in the number of lapses means an improvement in vigilance); the MCI participant increased the number of correct responses in the DMS task from 13 at baseline to an average of 17 during the 5 weeks of treatment (a +31% greater number of correct responses means an improvement in working memory).
Increasing carotid IMT was related to increasing age and cognitive decline
The three participants with TBI were excluded from the IMT evaluation because their brain injuries could account for their cognitive decline. The mean IMT of the rest of the sample was 0.74 mm, and values ranged from 0.55 in the youngest participant (age 49) to 1.04 in the oldest participant (age 90), increasing as a linear function of the age of the participants. Therefore, IMT and age were highly correlated (r = 0.83) as measured by Pearson product-moment correlation statistical analysis. As expected, IMT was also related to cognitive performance. Specifically, IMT values were positively correlated with reaction time (r = 0.42) and number of response lapses (r = 0.47), whereas IMT values were negatively correlated with number of correct DMS responses (r = −0.31). Therefore, older participants with larger IMT values seemed to benefit relatively more from the TILS treatments. For example, the number of trials in which these older subjects failed to respond within 500 ms of the stimuli was reduced by 55% after a single laser treatment and by 74% after four additional laser treatments.
TILS increased resting-state EEG alpha, beta, and gamma power TILS effects on resting-state EEG frequencies occurred in both right and left hemispheres. Figure 4 shows the EEG PSD normalized by the power within the bandwidth of 0-50 Hz. The integral of PSD in each bandwidth is the relative power of the signal within that bandwidth. There were clear enhancements of alpha power, both during and after TILS. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the largest peaks were seen in the occipital recordings, visible as peaks around 10 Hz for alpha. Similar but smaller effects were seen in the parietal recordings. Small effects were found in the frontal recordings, and no alpha effects were found in the temporal recordings. Instead, temporal recordings showed enhanced gamma power (32+ Hz) and smaller increases during the laser treatment around 20 Hz for beta bands. Table 3 lists the regions of interest analyzed and the corresponding stereotaxic coordinates and t scores from the mean BOLD differences between zero-back vs. two-back cognitive tasks for each region and condition. The right prefrontal cortex region which showed a BOLD decrease is delineated in Fig. 5a , with mean change in brain intensity signal from this region in Fig. 5b . Cognitive improvement was accompanied by a decrease in BOLD-fMRI signal in right prefrontal cortex areas targeted by TILS, likely indicating an improved cognitive efficiency, though the difference was only a strong trend, likely due to low number of subjects. Comparing t scores from the right prefrontal cortex (superior, middle, and inferior frontal gyri) for pre-TILS vs. post-TILS with uncorrected twotailed paired t tests gave p < 0.03 for each comparison; the same comparisons of pre-TILS vs. controls matched by age, sex, and IMT gave p > 0.3. 
TILS reduced task-evoked BOLD-fMRI responses
Discussion
In the present study, we report novel findings on the neurocognitive benefits of repeated TILS on middle-aged and older adults with subjective memory complaint. This pilot study was conducted to investigate the potential of TILS as a therapy aimed to improve cognitive function in high-risk participants. Reaction time was measured using a sustained attention PVT, while working memory was measured using a DMS memory retrieval task. All participants that took part in this study improved in their reaction time (PVT), number of correct trials (DMS), and in reducing their number of lapses (PVT). Each of these dependent variables was significantly improved after 5 weeks of treatment; even a single treatment significantly improved the number of lapses, with strong trends for improvement in the other two dependent variables. Both age and number of lapses were positively correlated with carotid IMT values. This should not be surprising, as both vascular health and attentional processes have been shown to decline with growing age [22] . As predicted, cognitive PVT psychomotor vigilance task, DMS delayed match to sample, BL baseline, W week, SMC subjective memory complaint, TBI mild traumatic brain injury, MCI mild cognitive impairment a Missing data from three subjects that did not complete all sessions The alpha power increased progressively from frontal, to parietal, to occipital recordings during laser and post-laser relative to pre-laser. No alpha effects were found in temporal recordings, which instead showed increased gamma power (32+ Hz) and beta power around 20 Hz improvements as measured by the DMS and PVT tasks were larger in the older patients with higher IMT values than the younger participants. Importantly, the participants with TBI also benefited from TILS, a finding consistent with previous photobiomodulation studies of TBI [12] . EEG was used to explore resting-state brain activity, because there is evidence showing that cognitive performance is associated with EEG alpha, beta, and gamma power levels [27] [28] [29] . Our findings indicate that TILS induced power increases in alpha, beta, and gamma frequencies relative to prestimulation baseline, which is consistent with a brain restingstate implicated in improved cognition. These EEG changes were found both ipsilateral to the stimulation side (right) as well as contralateral (left), indicating that TILS modulated bilateral neural networks in the resting state. In particular, the alpha power changes were greater in occipital, parietal, and frontal regions, which are part of the neural networks tested in our PVT and DMS tasks. These EEG changes were found not only during TILS (10 min) but also after TILS (10 min), which is consistent with the duration of TILSinduced increases in cytochrome c oxidase and cerebral oxygenation we have reported in our previous fNIRS studies that used an identical laser stimulation protocol [7, 18, 19] . This suggests that the beneficial bioenergetic and hemodymamic effects of TILS on the brain modulate the resting-state electrophysiological activity of the human brain in a manner that may facilitate cognitive processing.
Furthermore, BOLD-fMRI responses to a working memory two-back task pre-treatment and post-treatment were also measured in select participants, to determine if subjects treated subjects (pre-treatment and post-treatment) and three untreated subjects (control). This right prefrontal region score corresponded to the average of the top three regions of interest listed in Table 3 (right superior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, and right inferior frontal gyrus).
Bars show means plus standard errors with TILS would show any alterations in the cerebrovascular physiological responses in vivo. The BOLD-fMRI signal is a combined output of increased cerebral blood flow and cerebral blood volume and reduced oxygen consumption. Since TILS increases oxygen consumption and oxygenated hemoglobin in the prefrontal cortex, as shown in our previous studies [6, 18, 19] , a reduced BOLD-fMRI signal is expected. Cognitive improvement was accompanied by a strong trend in decreasing task-evoked BOLD-fMRI signal in stimulated prefrontal brain areas across varying IMT values. Relative to their own baseline, participants who received TILS exhibited a lower BOLD-fMRI response to a two-back vs. zero-back task post-treatment, while no difference was observed with the control group matched by age, sex, and IMT. Several limitations affect the present pilot study. First, without a placebo group, we cannot rule out the possibility that the cognitive benefits could be due to a placebo or practice effect. We chose to treat with TILS all of the 12 participants with subjective memory complaint because we felt that it was important to determine first if there was a potential benefit to these older participants before conducting larger placebocontrolled studies. The functional neuroimaging study included a comparison control group without laser treatment (Table 3) . Second, limitations of cost prevented us from using BOLD-fMRI on all participants. Third, in an ideal situation, all age groups would be represented; however, no one in their 70s participated in our study. Fourth, three participants did not attend the final sessions. With additional funding, we could perhaps offer a financial incentive to complete the experiment and minimize attrition of participants.
Conclusion
The results showed for the first time that TILS increases resting-state EEG alpha, beta, and gamma power; promotes more efficient prefrontal BOLD-fMRI activity, and facilitates behavioral cognitive processing in middle-aged and older adults at risk for cognitive decline. Importantly, none of the participants reported adverse effects, and they did not report uncomfortable heating of the skin with this TILS protocol. Despite the study limitations, TILS showed very promising results in its potential to minimize the effects of vascularinduced cognitive decline in this older population. These preliminary findings support the use of TILS for larger randomized clinical trials to investigate this safe intervention as a new non-invasive therapy to augment neurocognitive function in older people and to combat aging-related and vascular disease-induced cognitive decline.
